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“  YET  I-SASTY marriage seldom proveth  well  .  .  . ” (Henry VI, Part  III, Act 4,
Scene  1  .

Was Richard III  a  usurper, or was his claim to the throne valid? As
far as I am aware, the implications of Edward  IV’s  pre-contract with  Eleanor
Butler  and his  later  alliance with Elizabeth Woodville  have  not  been  fully
explored  in the  context  of English marriage law of the fifteenth century.1
Only after doing this can  a proper judgment  as to the justice of Richard’s
bastardising and disinheriting of Edward’s children be made.

The  relevant  facts, in the order in which they became  known, are  these:
In  1464  Edward IV announced  that  he had married Elizabeth  Grey, née  Wood-
ville, but it had been a  secret ceremony at which were  present  a  priest  and his
assistant, Jacquetta  Duchess  of  Bedford, and two gentlewomen, to witness the
contract.2 Several  children were  born  of  this  union.  After  King Edward’s
death  in  1483  the  Bishop of  Bath  and Wells3 told  Richard Duke  of  Gloucester
that  at the  time  of the  ceremony involving Elizabeth Woodville, Edward  “  had
been  aflianced to another,” that is, he  “  was contracted to  ”  Lady Eleanor
Butler  before going through the  later ceremony.  All the  King’s children  by
Elizabeth  were then  declared bastards, on the grounds of their  parents never
having been  truly married. The  blood  of the  King’s  second brother  George
having been attainted  several years before, Richard was declared the  next  heir
to the Crown.  A typical  explanation of why a  mere  betrothal should  have
had such far-teaching effects  is that  “the  essence of marriage was consent, a
mutual interchange of personal  vows; therefore betrothal had the force of  a
legal tie and the sanction of a sacred obligation.”4 This  is less than illuminating.

Historically,  marriage  law was the acknowledged  exclusive  province of
the Church from  about  the twelfth century. This followed from the position
of marriage as one of the  sacraments  and not as a.  mere  civil contract. Once
entered  into, the married  state  endured  until the  death  of one of the  parties;
only then  was the survivor free to  remarry.  Dissolution of the marriage tie
(divortium a vincula matrimonii) was  unknown, but  declarations  of nullity of
marriage  (divartium a mensa  et  thoro—“ from bed and  board  ") could be issued
by the  court  of the bishop of the diocese, in  appropriate  cases.  Judgments
as to the validity of marriages and the  legitimacy of  persons  could be made
by the spiritual  court  on the  petition  of one or  both  of the parties to  a marriage,
or of  anyone else with  an  interest  before or after the deaths of the  parties.
The laws which  regulated marriage were canon law, and in the  fifteenth century
English  canon  law was the  same  as  that operating in the  rest  of the  Church.
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That  was changed by the Council of  Trent; but by then the old rules had-become
English common law and were not altered  until  1753. By these  rules, a'valid
marr_iage could be formed by the simple  exchange  of. consents. No ceremOny
01' witnesses, or priest, were needed.  5  What  was necessary was that  these  vows
should be 1n the present  tense—sponsalia  per  verba  de  praesenti—“ I do marry
you.’ In the absence of impediments such as  too-close  blood  relationship
or prior marriage, parties making this  avowal  became validly man and wife,
even if the full sacramental rites prescribed by the Church had not  been  carried
out.  There are several  mediaeval  cases in which the ecclesiastical courts (the
proper  forum) decided against a later, solemnly performed marriage  ceremony,
followed by consummation, in favour of a prior, informal, unconsummated
marriage per  verba  de  praesenti.“ What we would  call  “  solemn betrothal  ”
is referred to in  mediaeval  canon law. as  sponsalia  per  verba  de  future.  In
such  espousals, some such words as  “  I  promise I will  marry you ”. were ex-
changed between the parties.  This  did not form  a  binding contract in itself:
mutual consent released the parties, and the marriage of one of  . them with a
third pprson would be valid even if contracted without the consent of the other:
But if intercourse  took  place between the  betrothed  pair this had .the effect of
validating and completing their  marriage, for it interposed“ -a presumption
of present consent. ”7

The easq with which matrimony could be contracted  gave  rise to certain
complaints, in particular  that a later, solemn marriage ceremony between
two parties  B  and  C  would be invalidated by previous “ indiscreet and quickly
forgotten words breathed under the influence of passion  ”  by B  and A.  3  This
was indeed a frequent ground for petitions of  nullity of marriage brpught
during the Middle  Ages.  If a mayriage was found to be null and  void, it was
void  for all time: no valid marriage had ever existed between the parties.
Hence any children of the  union  were  illegitimate.  To mitigate the harsh
consequences of  this, the doctrine of the “ putative marriage  ”  was  evolv'ed.
This  meant  that  the Church allowed  that  some of the legal results of a valid
marriage could be produced by an invalid one publicly celebrated accordingto the
rites  of the  Church, provided  that  one of the parties had  acted  in good faith. The
most  important effect of this doctrine was  that  the children of such  a putative
marriage were considered legitimate, even  though the marriage was void.
This  doctrine was accepted in England for a  time, but had dropped out of
use by the end of the fourteenth century, perhaps on the grounds that the
mental  attitudes  of the parties would be difficult to  establish  satisfactorily.

Marriages publicly celebrated in  church  and preceded by banns had
certain legal as  well  as spiritualadvantages over secret marriages, 'even when
both  were  equally valid.  Among these  was that  a  woman  might  be refused
dower if she had not been “ publicly and properly endowed at the church
door.”9 In possessory actions in the civil courts, a marriage duly solemnised
in public (that is, “in the face of the Church ”) would  be accepted as valid.in
the absence of  a  decision to the contrary by an ecclesiastical court, and, on
the other hand, in one fourteenth century case  it was decided  that“ for purely
possessory purposes, a  marriage not celebrated in  facie  ecclesiael ”  was  “  no
marriage  at  all.  ”10 . .  '
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The objection  raised  in  1483  against the marriage of Edward  W  and Eliza-
beth  Woodville was two-fold. First, the contract  made  at Grafton  Regis  was
bad in itself as having been made “ privaly and secretely without edition  of
bannes, in a private chambre a prophane place and nat openly in the face of
the church aftre the lawe of Goddes churche, bot contrarie therunto and the
laudable  custome  of the church of England.”11 It is  obviously true  that  no
banns had  been  published, for no-one knew of the marriage until Edward
himself announced it, after the event. It is also generally admitted  that  the
marriage  vows  were exchanged in  a  private  house, not a church. According
to Fabyan, a  priest  and at  least three other  witnesses were present, though
this fact alone would not be enough to establish it as in  facie  eccle.s'iae.12 Thus
far the objection stands,  that  in the absence of prior marriage (“ pre-contract ”)
of one of the parties, such  a  secret marriage would  have been  valid but difficult
of proof, and ran the  risk  of failing if impugned in the civil courts.

The second  part  of the objection was  that  “ at the  tyme  of contract of
the same pretensed mariage and bifore and longe tyme after, the seid  King
Edward was and stode maried and trouthplight to oone Dame Elianor
Butteler  . .  .  with whom  the same  King Edward had made  a  precontracte of
matrimonie longe tyme byforc he made the said pretensed  mariagc  with the
said  Elizabeth Grey.”11 This  goes to the root of it; if Edward had made  a
prior  marriage, then his marriage to Elizabeth Woodville was completely void.
The words “ maried and trouthplight  "  confirm that this was no mere engage-
ment, but either  espousal  de  praesenti—in  other words  a  valid marriage—or
sponsalia  de  future.  If the former, then  Edward and Eleanor were man and
wife  even  if no-one witnessed it but themselves. Commines  states that  when
Bishop Stillington revealed the pre-contract to Richard, he  also  told him that
there  had  been  one witness to it: himself. His sworn evidence before the proper
court would probably have  been  sufficient to prove the fact of the marriage,
both  parties  being dead. But it may have been only an espousal de  future.
We  have  no way of  knowing for certain, but even if it was it  does  not affect
the  case.  It is invariably stated, and with  every appearance of probability,
that Edward  consented  to the exchange of  vows  with  the lady only in order to
“ have  his use of her."13 This  intercourse would have converted the formless
contract  defuturo  into a  valid marriage.

It has  been objected  that any children born to Edward IV and Elizabeth
Woodville after the death of Eleanor Butler would have  been legitimate  because
born in lawful wedlock.“ This View  is mistaken; their void  marriage could
only have  become  a valid one if Edward and Elizabeth exchanged  vows  again
after Eleanor’s death, when Edward was  free  to do so. There is no evidence,
or any suggestion, that  this was ever  done.  The  legal  doctrine of the putative
marriage has also been adduced,“5 to  maintain that  Elizabeth of York, and
presumably all following offspring, would  have  been legitimate since her
mother had  acted  in  good  faith and in ignorance of the pre-contract.  How-
ever, the doctrine does not  apply in  this  case, for it was essential for the
operation of the  rule that  the marriage was not a clandestine one, which  Eliza-
beth Woodville’s appears to  have been.
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Even  assuming that the pre-contract  with  Eleanor Butler was  a  fact, the
question of the legitimacy or otherwise of  Edward’s  children by Elizabeth
Woodville is not as clear cut as  most  historians—and indeed the Parliament
Roll—would  have  us  believe.  Asserting that  King Edward and Elizabeth
Grey “  lyved  togedre sinfully and dampnably in advultre ayenst thé lawe of
God and of his church, ” the R011 continues:  “  Also it apperith evidently an'd
foloweth, that  all thissue and children of the seid King Edward  be'en Bastardes
and unable to enherite or to clayme any thing by enheritance by the lawe and
custome  of England. ” Canon law and English common law differed  m  several
respects on points of  legitimacy and bastardisation and, as we  have  seen, it
was not unknown for a valid, though  secret, marriage to be declared invalid
by the civil courts for the purposes of dower or possession. By canon law, a
child  born out of wedlock could be  legitimated  by the subsequent marriage of
his  parents, but  a  rule of English common law was to the contrary' effect.
Another of the  common  law rules was  against  bastardising a child afterits father’ s
dezith: this rule, however, was in reference to allegations  that  the husband was
not the father of his  wife’s  children, and it asserted  that  such children, even if
begotten  by another man  and' hence illegitimate by the law of the Chui'ch,
were to be deemed  legitimate  by the law of the land. Most of the common
law rules concerning bastardy depend on reputation, the civil courts, admini-
stering the common law, had jurisdiction to try Only the appearances or apparent
facts of the case, of which the  right  could be  tried  only by the ecclesiastical
court. Hence, decisions as to general bastardy—whether the  parents’ marriage
had ever  taken glace  or was a lawful marriage—were  given  by the  bishop’ s
'court, and questions of special bastardy, related to succession, descent and
inheritance, were  triable  “  by the  country.’ The civil courts in' coming to
their decision  would  take due account of the judgment of the spiritual court.
The common law rules depend also on  occUpation  of land at the time of the
death  either  of the father or of the child himself. If the father died first, 'the
rules  stated  that  if he had “ held out  ”  or represented the child as his heir,
then the  child’s  right  to succeed would be good in law. This  test  of reputation
applied even when the elder child was  a  bastard and there was  a  younger who
was legitimate.“ In the case of  Pride  v  Earl of  Bath  in 1694,17 when the  com-
mon law rules had not yet been changed by statute, an  'obiter dictum  of Chief
Justice  Holt  was to the  eficct  that  if a  marriage  was  void  then the child could
be bastardised after the  death  of one or both parents, but if he had'had the
reputation of heir at his  father‘s  death and before, then the rule  would  give
him an‘ “unimpeachable right and  title  to the land” in spite of the fact  that
the marriage of his parents had been void and could be impeached in the
courts at any time.  1‘ If the marriage was questioned while  both  parties lived
agd was  then  found  to be  void, in  that case  the bastardisation would take full
e ect. -

How far should these facts and legal principles  have  affected the 'successio'n
to the Crown in  1483?  According to present-day authoritiés, the title to the
Crown is said tb be governed at  common  law “ by the feudal rules of hereditary
descent formerly applicable to land.”19 On  this  view  of the matter, it could
be said  that since Edward 1V had undoubtedly “  held out  ”  the  young Edward,
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Prince  of  Wales, as his  heir  during his life, the Prince had an undoubted right
to succeed him as King on his  death,  irrespective of the validity or otherwise
of Edward  IV’s  and Elizabeth Woodville’ s  marria'ge. If  this  is a correct
reading of mediaeval constitutional law, then it follows at once  that  Richard
was a  usurper (one  who seizes what is not rightfully his). However, the  exist-
ence  of the  rule  is inferred only from the past course of descent of the Crown
and from  “  the fact that where the rule has  been  broken, or where any doubt
as to the validity of the title has  existed,  it has  usually been found necessary
to fortify the title by statute.”19 This  is not convincing reasoning and tends,
on the  contrary, to  support  the opposite  view:  that  the  “  rule  ”  is not an
absolute  one, and may be broken or varied at the Will of one who may make
himself King without  being the  true  heir by the  customs  offeudal inheritance
of land. To avoid uncertainty and undesirable jockeying for the Crown, its
descent must  be  seen  to follow some pattern, whether of hereditary descent
from  parent to child, or exclusively male  descent, or of election from  among a
group of royal kinsmen of equal  rank,  or  some other system. It' IS not perfectly
clear, however, that the Crown may properly be regarded as  “real  property’
and  hence  amenable to all the laws of feudal inheritance, even  though  it may
happen  to follow them for the  most  part.  If the rules of real property succes-
sion  did apply unchanged to the Crown, then not only Richard but“ many
of our mediaeval  kings, as well as all those afte'r  1689,  would be  usurpers.  ”2°
The pertinent example is  Henry VII,  whose sole claim to the throne was by
right of conquest. So  which  rules do  regulate  the succession to the  Crown?
Consider  peerage  titles.  they are more like the title to the Crown than is the
right to  a  piece of land, but there are differences. The Crown 1s not a mere
title of honour, but carries powers and rights with it; it can never fall  into
abeyance as can a peerage; it is the source of all honours, rather  than  the chief-
est  honour among many. We  must  conclude  that  the Crown is neither  real
property nor a peerage, but sui  generis—unique—and  that  its descent need not
follow the rules customary in either of those  things.

In brief, then, Richard’s claim to the throne was  this:  The marriage of
Edward IV and Elizabeth Woodville had been void on account of Edward’s
pre-coptract  and had been at the same  time  clandestine and thus of doubtful
force in the civil courts even if it had been valid.  Thus  their children were
bastards,  and unable to inherit by English law. If the Eleanor Butler story was
true  then Richard was right to call the later  “  marriage  ”  void, but the matter
should properly have gone before a spiritual court for decision.22 As to inher-
itance and succession to the Crown by Prince Edward, these were triable  “  by
the country,” and Parliament, being the court of final appeal, had the right to
decide the  issue,  but the question does not appear to have received reasoned
consideration and is passed over in  Titulus  Regius  without argument.

Does  this mean  that Richard was a usurper after all? It depends  what
one means to convey by that word. In the context of crowns and  kingdoms
it seems to be factually true  that unless there  exists  no colourable right or
title  whatsoever, then  after several years a prescriptive  right, coupled with  statute,
makes  the “ usurper  "  of earlier  days into  the respectable founding father of
his dynasty—if he lives  that  long. There is surely little reason to doubt  that
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the Act of Richard’s  first  Parliament  settling the Crown on him and his heirs
was  Just  as effective in removing any taint of usurpation as were similar  Acts
.of flenry IV, Mary I and  Elizabeth  I, and the Act of Settlement 1700 (upon
wh;ch'last the title of the present line depends). Indeed, in Richard’s  case  his
claim rested on much stronger grounds  than  those  set out in many other
enactments of the like nature. To cite Henry VII again: his  first  Parliament
simply ordained  that  “  thenheretaunce of the corounez of the realmes of England
and of Fraunce  .  .  .  be, rest, remayne and abyde in the most royall person of
our nowe Soverain lord King Henry vij”I and in the heires of his body laufully
gomyng."23 Compared with this bald  statement  Richard’s careful explanation
IS a model of persuasive reasoning. Richard, in short, failed only in dying too
soon and leaving no-one with an interest in upholding his claim in particular
rather than the Yorkist  claim  in general.
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